
Jeans are on sale! There are only 5 pairs left. If 
you bought them all for $12 a pair, how many 
dollars would it cost, in total?

A group of 2 is called a pair. If you went to the 
store and bought 7 pairs of earrings, how many 
individual earrings did you buy?   

You study for 9 days in a row for 4 hours each 
day. How many hours did you study overall?

You read 7 pages of your favourite book each 
night. How many pages have you read,
altogether, after 8 nights?

You are in a group of 6 people, each with 10 
toes. If you count all of the toes, how many will 
there be?

You go to the store and buy 3 packs of water. 
If one pack holds 6 bottles, how many bottles 
did you buy? 

Use Number Sense to choose the best strategy to solve each question  
Mixed Times Table Worksheet 2
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Your school is baking a massive cake for an 
event, with a recipe that calls for 11 dozen 
eggs. Knowing that 12 eggs make a dozen, how 
many eggs will the cake need in total?

Your school year is split into 6 groups for 
sport. If each group has 9 students, how many 
students are there in your year?

During the month you wash 4 dogs, earning $3 
each time. How much money did you earn, in 
total?

You complete 8 jigsaw puzzles and each puzzle 
took 1 hour to complete. How many hours did 
you spend on jigsaws?

You make 3 three widgets that each require 5 
nails. How many nails do you need, in all?

You’ve been playing a card game for 7 rounds. 
If you received 7 points in each round, how 
many points do you have, in total?

Use Number Sense to choose the best strategy to solve each question
Mixed Times Table Worksheet 2
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